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Abstract—Bypassing the potentially excessive-complexity and
yet inaccurate channel estimation, differentially encoded modu-
lation in conjunction with low-complexity non-coherent detection
constitutes a viable candidate for future multiple-antenna aided
systems, where estimating all the links may become unrealis-
tic, especially in high-speed environments. Upon exploiting the
correlation between the phase distortions experienced by the
consecutively transmitted symbols and/or based on mutually
and iteratively utilizing the increasingly improved bit reliabil-
ity information among the associated multiple symbols in the
context of differentially modulated systems using channel code
aided iterative receivers, the joint processing on consecutively
received multiple symbols improves the system’s performance.
For example, an increased robustness against rapid channel
fluctuation, improved flexibility in the system’s performance-
complexity compromise as well as a reduced performance loss
is achieved in comparison to its coherent detection aided coun-
terpart. In order to stimulate further research on differentially
modulated systems and on the associated multiple-symbol signal
processing based advanced receiver design, a comprehensive
review on their related concepts and fundamental principles is
carried out in this treatise, followed by a number of potential
challenges encountered in their practical implementations in
future high-spectral-efficiency wireless transmissions, such as
their applications in high-order differentially modulated systems
and in differential interference suppression of spatial-division
multiplexing/multiple access scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE MAIN driving force behind the advances in wirelesscommunications over hostile, band-limited radio chan-
nels is the promise of mobile multimedia communication
with seamless global mobility and ubiquitous accessibility. A
typical system of this kind is the mobile Internet, where infor-
mation exchanges are supported among people and/or devices,
regardless of their geographic positions, using different media
within the same radio link, such as video, graphics, speech,
text or other data. This implies that a mobile multimedia
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communication system has to adapt itself to the very different
requirements of the individual services in terms of data rates,
quality of service (QoS), maximum delay, etc. Therefore,
against the backcloth of the explosive expansion of the Internet
and the continued dramatic increase in demand for high-data-
rate high-mobile-velocity multimedia services, it is increas-
ingly important to find both energy- and bandwidth-efficient
solutions for next-generation wireless communication, which
is capable of coping with the associated severely frequency-
and time-selective wireless channels.
In the context of traditional single-carrier wireless com-
munication systems using coherent detection techniques, the
above-mentioned propagation conditions encountered by high-
data-rate and high-velocity applications are directly translated
to significant increases in the equalization complexity as well
as in channel estimation overheads. Although technological
advances in integrated circuits and radio-frequency electronics
facilitate the employment of ever more sophisticated signal
processing and coding algorithms, a key consideration for
the development of next-generation wireless communication
systems is the support of small, low-cost user equipment (UE)
with long battery life, both in stand-by and during activity.
Thanks to its low-complexity discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) based implementation, the orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM) technique [1] and its vari-
ants1 have become the predominant wideband transmis-
sion techniques. Their main benefit is that they facilitate
low-complexity single-tap multiplicative equalization at the
receiver.
As an important further invention, the innovative con-
cept of Spatial Multiplexing (SM) invoked for increasing
the throughput of wireless systems using multiple transmit
and receive antennas (MIMO) was patented in 1994 [2].
This concept was inspired by carefully evaluating the
signal separation experiments carried out by Paulraj and
Kailath [2]. In the late 90s, as the integrated circuits
and radio-frequency electronics have advanced in parallel
to the increasing tele-traffic demands, the research of
1For example, orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA),
wideband code-division multiple access (WCDMA) and single-carrier
frequency-division multiple access (SC-FDMA) are broadband transmission
techniques developed based on the fundamental OFDM principle.
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MIMO systems was further fuelled by the pioneering
work of Foschini [3, 4] and Telatar [5]. The fundamental
philosophy was centered around efficient space-time signal
processing [6–10]. As a substantial benefit, the family of
MIMO techniques exhibits a capacity, which is linearly
dependent on the minimum of the number of transmit
and receive antennas [3, 11, 12]. Hence their throughput
increases linearly with the number of MIMO elements
and the transmit power. On the other hand, the benefits
of MIMO systems may also be exploited for mitigating
the detrimental effects of multipath propagation with
the aid of their transmit/recieve diversity gain, which
is an explicit benefit of receiving multiple independently
faded transmit signal replicas [6, 7, 10]. Following years of
intensive research, MIMO techniques have found their way
into the wireless standards and hence they constitute one of
the most significant technical inventions in contemporary
wireless communications [13, 14]. More explicitly, they
have reached commercial maturity and hence they are
employed in wireless products and networks, such as
broadband wireless access systems, wireless local networks
(WLAN), third generation networks and in the most recent
3GPP LTE/LTE-Advanced networks.
However, it is typically impractical for the pocket-sized
mobile device to employ multiple antennas due to its size and
cost constraints as well as owing to the associated hardware
impairments2. In addition, owing to the limited separation of
the antenna elements, the transmitted signal rarely experiences
independent fading, which in turn erodes the achievable diver-
sity gain. The diversity gain may be further compromised by
the deleterious effects of the large-scale shadow fading [15],
since all the MIMO channels tend to fade together rather than
independently, imposing further signal correlation amongst
the antennas in each other’s vicinity. Apart from the above
obstacles in the way of achieving multiple-antenna-aided di-
versity gains, wireless cellular networks aim for improving
the coverage, capacity or the quality of end-user experience
(QoE) in inadequately covered areas, such as for example
indoor environments and rural areas. The dense deployment
of fully-fledged base stations (BSs) constitutes a high-quality
solution, albeit this may impose a high infrastructure cost and
thus may become economically unavailable, especially in low-
traffic-density sparsely populated rural areas.
Hence, to meet the above challenging requirements of
next-generation wireless networks, the family of relay-aided
cooperative transmission technique [16–20] appears to be one
of the most promising solutions. In a nutshell, in multi-user
wireless systems, single-antenna-assisted mobile stations (MS)
may cooperatively share their antennas in order to achieve
the so-called cooperative diversity as well as a path-loss-
reduction based power gain by forming a virtual antenna
array (VAA) [21, 22] in both uplink (UL) and downlink (DL)
transmissions. The concept of user cooperation has been first
proposed in [19, 20] for a two-user cooperative CDMA system,
where orthogonal codes are employed by the active users
in order to avoid the multiple access interference. Naturally,
2For example, the associated mixed-signal coupling and cross-talk that may
become critical in integrated high performance wireless systems, where the
digital circuitry is tightly co-located with the analog RF electronics.
the extra tele-traffic between a source MS and a cooperat-
ing MS serving as a relay station (RS) requires additional
radio resources to be allocated - any of the well-established
multiple access schemes can be employed by the users to
guarantee their orthogonal interference-free transmission, such
as time-division multiple access (TDMA), frequency-division
multiple access (FDMA) or code-division multiple access
(CDMA) [17].
According to the operations carried out at the RS, the
relaying protocols may be classified into three categories,
namely amplify-and-forward (AF), decode-and-forward (DF)
and compress-and-forward (CF) relaying. In the AF scheme,
which is also referred to as the analog-repeater-based arrange-
ment [18], the RS simply amplifies and forwards the source
node’s ‘overheard’ signal to the intended destination, thus
potentially increasing the system’s overall noise level, since
the signal and noise are amplified together. As to the DF
scheme, the RS fully decodes the signal received from the
source and provides the destination with a re-encoded signal.
Hence, the problem of error propagation may arise, when
the RS forwards the erroneously recovered signal, which may
deteriorate the detection at the destination and hence the over-
all system performance. Recently, the CF-based cooperative
scheme also received increasing research attention [23, 24],
where the RS forwards a quantized or compressed version of
the signal received from the source.
A. Notations Used in this Treatise
Before continuing our discourse, let us first detail the
notations that we will shortly encounter in later sections. We
generally use boldface variables to denote matrices as well as
vectors. Furthermore, vm is the mth element of the vector v,
while Mi,j denotes the element located in the ith row and
jth column of the matrix M. Similarly, we use Mi:j,m:n to
represent a (j−i+1)×(n−m+1)-dimension submatrix of the
matrixM spanning the region extended from the ith to the jth
row and from the mth to the nth column. A block matrix M
is defined by vertically concatenating a number of matrices.
Moreover,Md = diag{m} represents that the diagonal matrix
Md is constructed by aligning the elements of the vector m
along its diagonal. Likewise, we can define the block-wise
diagonalization operation as: Md = diag{M}, where the
vertically concatenated element submatrices of block matrix
M is aligned along the diagonal of the block diagonal Md.
Conventially, det(S) and S−1 are the determinant and inverse
of a square matrix S, respectively. For any general matrix M,
MH represents the conjugate transpose. Finally, E{·} means
expectation.
B. Motivation Behind Differentially Encoded Wireless Com-
munications
It is noteworthy that the substantial benefits promised by the
above-mentioned multiple-antenna-based non-cooperative and
cooperative MIMO systems may only be realized under the
assumption of sufficiently accurate channel estimation, which
however is likely to become a significantly more challeng-
ing issue than in the conventional single-input single-output
(SISO) scenario. To be specific, the estimation of MIMO
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channels imposes an exponentially increased complexity with
the number of antennas. This will become more explicit, if
we consider the simple example of an (8×8)-element MIMO
system, where the estimation of a total of 64 propagation
links between one pair of transceiver is required! Moreover, as
mentioned previously, since future wireless communications
will have to support a high grade of mobility3 [25, 26], the rel-
ative frequency of estimating the channel has to be increased
proportionately to the channel’s fluctuation rate characterized
by the Doppler frequency. Since the knowledge of channel
state information (CSI) is typically obtained using a channel
sounding sequence in practice4, a substantially increased pilot-
overhead is also expected, leading to a potentially significant
reduction in both bandwidth and power efficiency.
Furthermore, performance degradations may occur when
the receiver has imperfect CSI, as illustrated by the BER
curve of a (2 × 1)-element G2-aided MIMO system [6] in
Fig. 1, where we assume that the channel estimation errors
obey the Gaussian distribution and the degree of the CSI
estimation errors is governed by the ratio ω (dB) with respect
to the received signal power. Hence, the perfect CSI scenario
corresponds to ω = −∞. To be specific, given a target BER of
10−5, a performance loss of 5 dB may be encountered, even
when the channel estimation errors are as low as ω = −24 dB.
Furthermore, when this second-order transmit diversity
achieved by the G2 scheme is attained with the aid of
a VAA in the context of a single-relay-aided cooperative
system, the achievable BER performance may become
even more sensitive to the imperfect channel knowledge,
as also evidenced in Fig. 1. Observe in Fig. 1 that even
when the channel estimation errors are as low as −26 dB,
the BER curve of the single-relay-aided AF system tends
to exhibit an error floor above 10−5. Thus the second-
order transmit diversity originally achieved in the presence
of perfect channel knowledge vanishes. This is because
the cooperative system requires the CSI knowledge of
both the source-to-relay and relay-to-destination links in
comparison to the classic single-phase direct transmission
regime of non-cooperative MIMO systems [28, 29]. By
contrast, it is particularly challenging for the destination
to accurately estimate the source-relay channel using pilot
signal forwarding in the context of AF-based cooperative
systems, since the pilots may be further contaminated
by relay-induced noise amplification. Based on our above
discussions, obtaining sufficiently accurate CSI for MIMO
systems, particularly for the family of cooperative systems,
may potentially impose both an excessive complexity and
a high pilot overhead, especially when the number of an-
tennas/cooperating users is high and/or when the channel
conditions fluctuate relatively rapidly in high-velocity mobile
environments.
Therefore, differentially encoded signaling combined with
3The major candidates for the next generation of broadband wireless access
systems, such as 3GPP-LTE and IEEE 802.16m, are expected to deliver a data
rate of at least 100 Mbps for high-velocity mobile users (up to 350 km/h).
4Channel estimation can be realized by inserting so-called pilot symbols
with known modulation into the transmitted signal. Based on these pilot
symbols the receiver can measure the channel transfer factors (CTF) for each
subcarrier in an OFDM system using interpolation techniques [27]. In this
case, each subcarrier can be demodulated coherently.
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Figure 1. Performance sensitivity to imperfect channel knowledge of the
single-relay amplify-and-forward TDMA cooperative system in conjunction
with coherent detection.
low-complexity non-coherent detection [30] and thus bypass-
ing the complex yet potentially inaccurate channel estimation
process at the receiver becomes an attractive design alternative,
whose applications in MIMO systems has attracted consid-
erable attention in the last decade, especially in cooperative
communications [31–39].
C. Focus and Outline of the Paper
In view of the benefits of by-passing the potentially
excessive-complexity and yet inaccurate channel estima-
tion, the family of differential modulation schemes com-
bined with non-coherent detection is advocated in this
treatise as a viable candidate to be employed in the
context of multiple-antenna-assisted systems, particularly
for VAA-based cooperative systems. Nonetheless, as we will
reveal in our forthcoming introduction of the conventional
differential detection (CDD) scheme in Section II, CDD
has its own limitations. For example, it is sensitive to
rapid channel fluctuations owing to the radically faded
reference symbols, which leads to a potential error-floor.
Furthermore, typically exhibits a 3-dB performance loss
in comparison to its coherent detection aided counterpart,
which is due to the fact that in the presence of any channel-
induced errors the next symbol also becomes erroneous
owing to using an erroneous reference symbol. Hence
substantial further research is required for designing
advanced, improved-performance non-coherent receivers
for mitigating the above-mentioned limitations of differen-
tially encoded systems. Thanks to the recursive differential
encoding procedure, joint processing of multiple successively
received symbols constitutes a promising solution for signifi-
cantly enhancing the performance of the conventional single-
symbol signal processing based non-coherent receiver. The
underlying philosophy behind the multiple-symbol joint signal
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Figure 2. The schematics of 2p-DPSK modulator.
processing is to exploit the correlation between the phase
distortions experienced by the consecutively transmitted sym-
bols and/or to mutually and iteratively exploit the increasingly
improved bit reliability information of the associated multiple
symbols in the context of a channel code aided iterative
receiver.
Against this backdrop, our goal is to stimulate further
research on differentially encoded wireless systems. Hence
we identify and address a number of fundamental chal-
lenges encountered in their maximum-a-posteriori (MAP)
multiple-symbol joint signal processing based advanced
receiver design. We will consider a variety of application
scenarios and further develop the sphere detection (SD)
mechanism for the sake of achieving a substantial com-
plexity reduction, as detailed below:
• Differential amplitude and phase shift keying (DAPSK)
[40, 41] - also known as Star Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (Star-QAM) - constitutes an attractive design
alternative for high-data-rate differentially encoded trans-
missions. The decision-feedback differential detection
(DF-DD) principle has been successfully applied to
DAPSK systems in [42] as a low-complexity solution.
This is complexity reduction is achieved at a modest,
but non-negligible performance loss in comparison
to the optimum maximum-likelihood multiple-symbol
differential detection (ML-MSDD) owing to the po-
tential feedback error propagation. Thus, designing a
low-complexity near-optimum differential detector is
beneficial.
• An efficient implementation of the MSDD specifically
designed for the high-data-rate differential unitary space-
time modulation (DUSTM) using the non-constant-
modulus QAM constellation - rather than the conven-
tional constant-modulus PSK constellation - constitutes
another challenging problem to solve.
• For the sake of further improving the spectral effi-
ciency, spatial-domain co-channel interference suppres-
sion scheme has been proposed for multiple-antenna-
assisted differentially encoded wireless systems by taking
advantage of the recursive nature of the differential
encoding mechanism. In order to enhance the system’s
robustness against hostile wireless channels, the multiple-
symbol joint processing regime may be further developed
to amalgamate both interference filtering and signal de-
tection, which is a challenging, but worthwhile issue to
tackle.
To this end, we commence by reviewing the fundamental
principle of the conventional differential encoding and
decoding process in Section II. Then, following the con-
struction of the generalized multiple-symbol system models
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Figure 3. The schematics of 2p-DPSK demodulator.
systems in Section III-A, the principle of the maximum-
likelihood-based MSDD (ML-MSDD) and that of its SD-
based version, namely the MSDSD, is reviewed in Sec-
tion III-B. Subsequently, the challenging design of MSDSD
for non-constant-modulus modulation assisted bandwidth-
efficient orthogonal SISO and MIMO systems is discussed
in Sections IV-A and IV-B, respectively. Then, we move on
to another promising mechanism capable of achieving a
high bandwidth-efficiency for nonorthogonal transmission
relying on spatial-domain interference mitigation and its
multiple-symbol filtering as well as detector design in
Section V. Finally, our concluding remarks are provided
in Section VI.
II. DIFFERENTIAL ENCODING AND DECODING
A. Fundamental Principles
Let us now consider the classic differential phase shift
keying (DPSK) scheme for the single-transmit-antenna sce-
nario, as portrayed in Fig. 2. In order to avoid channel
estimation at the receiver, the transmitter differentially encodes
its PSK-modulated information symbols v[n] ∈ Mc =
{ej2πm/2p ;m = 0, 1, · · · , 2p − 1} as s[n] = s[n − 1]v[n],
where v[n] contains the p-bit information [bn1 , b
n
2 , · · · , bnp ].
Essentially, the information is encoded as the phase differ-
ence between consecutively transmitted symbols, as shown in
Fig. 2. At the receiver the corresponding conventional differ-
ential detector (CDD) [30], as depicted in Fig 3, may extract
the data by simply calculating the phase difference between
successive time samples without any CSI knowledge, under
the assumption of slow channel-fluctuation. When the extra
spatial dimension becomes available, which is an explicit
benefit of having multiple antennas at both the transmitter
and the receiver, the information can be differentially
encoded using the previous symbols as reference in both
the spatial and temporal dimensions, instead of using only
the classic differentially encoded time-domain modulation
scheme of Fig. 2. This leads to the differential space-
time modulation (DSTM) aided transmission philosophy
of S[n] = S[n−1]V[n] [43, 44]. This philosophy is shown in
Fig. 4, where S[n] and V[n] are typically unitary matrices
representing the differentially encoded space-time signal
and the space-time information signal, respectively. Readers
who are interested in more details on DSTM are referred to the
citations seen in Tables I and II, as well as to the references
therein. Naturally, in the light of the distributed space-time
coding principles, the differential space-time coding regime
can also be implemented in a distributed manner for user-
cooperation aided systems [45–48].












Figure 4. Schematic of a co-located MIMO system equipped Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas employs DUSTM, while transmitting Q symbols over T
time slots using a differentially encoded space-time matrix S[n].
Table I
MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS ADDRESSING THE DESIGN OF DUSTM FOR
NON-COOPERATIVE MIMO SYSTEMS.
Author(s) Contribution
[49] Tarokh et. al. 2000 Proposed the differential version of Ala-
mouti’s scheme [6].
[43] Hochwald et. al. 2000 Introduced the family of differential unitary
[44] Hughes 2000 space-time modulation (DUSTM).
Proposed to design DUSTM using the
[50] Shokrollahi et. al. 2001 theory of fixed-point free groups and
their representations.
[51] Hassibi et. al. 2002 Designed DUSTM based on the Cayley
transform.
[52] Zheng and Tse 2003 Derived the capacity of non-coherent
MIMO channels.
[53] Nam et. al. 2004 Extended the work of [49] to four an-
tennas.
[54] Zhu et. al. 2005 Designed DUSTM using the quasi-
orthogonal philosophy.
[55] Oggier 2007 Proposed to design DUSTM based on
cyclic algebra [56].
Table II
MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS ADDRESSING THE DESIGN OF DUSTM FOR
DISTRIBUTED MIMO SYSTEMS.
Author(s) Contribution
[57] Wang et. al. 2006 Proposed DSTBC for AF relaying
and its power allocation scheme.
[58] Yiu et. al. 2006 Proposed DSTBC using a unique node
signature vector for DF relaying.
[59] Jing and Hamid 2008 Proposed distributed DSTBC for any
relay numbers via circulant matrices.
[60] Rajan et. al. 2008 Designed distributed DSTBC using
the extended Clifford algebras.
[61] Oggier et. al. 2009 Design distributed DSTM based on
Cayley codes for any relay numbers.
[62] Gao et. al. 2011 Design DSTM for multi-source cooper-
ration based on network coding.
[63] Huo et. al. 2012 Designed distributed DSTM for two-way
relay using analog network coding.
B. Inherent 3 dB Performance Loss
Since the CDD recovers the information by directly calcu-
lating the phase difference of the two consecutively received
symbols, it is intuitive that in the CDD-aided system, any
received symbol that has been heavily noise-contaminated is
likely to cause errors in recovering a pair of the consecutively
differentially encoded information symbols. In other words,
the differentially modulated transmission detected by the CDD
scheme circumvents the channel estimation at the expense of
doubling the equivalent noise power, which in turn leads to a 3
dB performance loss in comparison to its coherent-detection-
aided counterpart assuming perfect CSI knowledge, as indi-
cated by the gap between the BER curves associated with the
single-relay AF and differential AF (DAF) TDMA cooperative
systems in Fig. 1. However, this coarse comparison between
the coherent and non-coherent detection based systems seems
to be unfair, since the perfect channel estimation is simply
assumed for the coherent detection assisted system without
taking the indispensable pilot overhead into account. For
instance, if the avoidance of periodic transmission of pilot
symbols can be exchanged for the adoption of a lower coding
rate channel coding in the non-coherent system, the above-
mentioned performance loss is in all fairness actually lower
than what it seems to be, let alone the detrimental impact
of an imperfect CSI knowledge on the coherent detection
based system. Please refer to [64] for more comprehensive
comparative studies between the relevant non-coherent
and pilot-based coherent schemes. In order to mitigate
the associated performance loss, the ML-MSDD scheme
exploits the correlation between the phase distortions
experienced by the consecutively transmitted symbols, as
detailed in the forthcoming Section III.
C. Effects of Channel Fluctuations on Differential Decoding
According to the differential encoding mechanism illus-
trated in Fig. 2, the nth information symbol v[n], which is
encoded as the phase difference between the corresponding
consecutively transmitted symbols s[n− 1] and s[n], may not
be recovered by the CDD process, if the two successively
transmitted symbols experience quite different phase distor-
tions caused by the rapid fluctuations of the fading coefficient
in high-velocity mobile environments, even in the absence
of noise. Similar high-Doppler-induced impairments may
also occur in pilot-assisted coherent detection based trans-
missions. More explicitly, owing to the channel-induced
noise-contamination of pilots, it is insufficient to sample
the channel’s frequency-domain transfer function at its
Nyquist-frequency. Hence typically an over-sampling is
used, thus imposing an increased pilot overhead. As a sim-
ple example, which quantitatively shows the detrimental
effects of the channel’s fluctuation on the performance
of CDD, we consider here a DQPSK modulated uncoded
OFDM system employing a sufficiently long cyclic prefix
length. Hence we assume that no inter-OFDM-symbol
interference is imposed. We assume furthermore that dif-
ferential encoding is carried out along the time direction, i.e.
between the same subcarriers of consecutive OFDM symbols5.
Since a temporally Rayleigh-distributed fading is assumed
5Similar results may be obtained if the differential encoding is conducted
along the frequency direction, i.e. among adjacent subcarriers of a given
OFDM symbol. The channel fluctuation rate in the frequency direction is
a function of the maximum delay spread.
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for each subcarrier employed by the OFDM system,
where the fading coefficients are correlated as a function
of the time, the temporal autocorrelation function of the
frequency domain channel transfer function (FD-CTF) h may
be expressed as:
ϕhh[κ]  E{h[n+ κ]h∗[n]} = J0(2πfdκ), (1)
where J0(·) denotes the zero-order Bessel function of the first
kind and fd is the normalized Doppler frequency. Figure 5(a)
depicts the magnitude of temporal correlation function for
various normalized Doppler frequencies fd, while Figure 5(b)
plots the corresponding BER curves of the DQPSK modulated
CDD-aided OFDM system. It is observed that the BER curve
tends to create an error floor, when fd becomes high, which
is caused by the high grade of relative mobility between the
transmitter and the receiver.
III. MULTIPLE-SYMBOL DIFFERENTIAL DETECTION FOR
GENERALIZED MIMO SYSTEMS
A. Generalized Multiple-Symbol Reception Models
1) Co-Located MIMO System: In the context of the MIMO-
OFDM system, non-dispersive fading is encountered by each
sub-carrier, provided that the number of sub-carriers is suffi-
ciently high. Since the differential encoding is assumed to be
conducted along the time-domain for each frequency domain
(FD) sub-carrier throughout this treatise unless otherwise
stated, the multiple-symbol signal processing mechanisms
discussed in the ensuing sections may be carried out on a
per-sub-carrier basis at the receiver, which are thus equally
applicable to the single-carrier narrowband modems. Hence,
let us consider the following per-sub-carrier-based FD system
model constructed for multiuser OFDM systems supporting U
differential-modulation-based Nt-antenna-aided uplink (UL)
MSs with the aid of Nr receiver antennas at the BS [1]. We
assume that orthogonal interference-free transmission amongst
the U MSs is guaranteed by means of the conventional
multiple access schemes, such as for example TDMA, thus the
single-symbol transmission model constructed for the uth MS
and corresponding to the nth space-time signal’s transmission
can be formulated as6:
Y[n] = S[n]H[n] +W[n], (2)
where Y[n] ∈ CNt×Nr , S[n] ∈ CNt×Nt and W[n] ∈ CNt×Nr
denote the FD received and transmitted space-time signal
matrices as well as the AWGN matrix having a distribution
of CN (0, 2σ2wNrINt), respectively. Each Nt-antenna-aided
MS first generates the space-time information signal V[n],
which is then differentially encoded as S[n] = V[n]S[n− 1],
where the rows and columns of S[n] denote the time and
space dimensions, respectively. Furthermore, the FD-CTF
matrix H[n] is a (Nt × Nr)-dimensional i.i.d. zero-mean
unit-variance complex Gaussian matrix, which is assumed to
remain unchanged within the nth space-time signal duration,
i.e. Nt time slots. Thanks to the differential encoding process
at the MS, the knowledge of the FD-CTF matrix H[n] is
not required for recovering the transmitted information V[n]
6Both the user and sub-carrier indices are omitted here for notational
simplicity.



























(a) Magnitude of temporal correlation function of Rayleigh fading channels



























(b) Effects of dopper frequency on performance of CDD
Figure 5. Impact of mobility on the performance of CDD.
at either the MS or the BS of the MIMO-OFDM system
considered. For instance, the CDD decision rule Vˆ[n] =
argminVˇ[n]{||Y[n]−Vˇ[n]Y[n−1]||2} may be invoked, which
is capable of achieving a reasonably good performance in a
slow-fading channel where we have H[n− 1] ≈ H[n].
On the basis of the single-symbol system model of (2)
we now construct the per-sub-carrier-based multiple-symbol
MIMO-OFDM system model as:
Y[kN ] = S
d[kN ]H[kN ] +W[kN ], (3)
where the block matrix index kN denotes the kth block
matrix constituted of Nwind component matrices. For ex-
ample, the kth received space-time signal block matrixY[kN ]
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Figure 6. Channel allocation scheme for the cooperative cluster formed by
U MSs in a celluar UL system.
of (3) containsNwind consecutively received space-time signal
matrices. Hence we have Y[kN ] = [Y[(Nwind − 1)(k −
1)]T · · · Y[(Nwind−1)k]T ]T . Similarly, both the kth FD-CTF
block matrix H[kN ] as well as the AWGN’s kth block matrix
W[kN ] are defined by vertically stacking the Nwind matrices
H[n] and W[n] (n = (Nwind− 1)(k− 1), · · · , (Nwind− 1)k)
of (2), respectively. Moreover, the kth diagonal block matrix
of the transmitted signal Sd[kN ] of each MS is constructed
as Sd[kN ] = diag{S[kN ]} = diag{[S[(Nwind − 1)(k −
1)]T · · · S[(Nwind − 1)k]T]T}, which corresponds to the
length-(Nwind−1) space-time information signal block matrix
V[kN ] = [V[(Nwind − 1)(k − 1) + 1]T · · · V[(Nwind −
1)k]T ]T .
It is worth emphasizing that both the single-symbol and
multiple-symbol MIMO-OFDM system models of (2) and (3)
subsume the single-antenna-based SISO-OFDM system as a
special case by setting Nt = Nr = 1.
2) Distributed MIMO System: Due to pratical cost and size
constraints, the employment of multiple transmit antennas by
each MS is typically infeasible. Fortunately, the cooperative
sharing of antennas amongst MSs in multi-user scenarios
constitutes a promising solution in order to achieve both
cooperative diversity as well as a path-loss-reduction based
power gain, as discussed in Section I. The often-used two-hop
relay-aided systems will be considered in this section, which
may be readily extended to more sophisticated cooperative
systems. Moreover, only the AF and DF relaying stratages
will be considered in this treatise, since they have become
the most popular ones, thanks to their simplicity and intuitive
designs.
As an example of the channel allocation depicted in Fig. 6
for the two-hop-relaying-based cooperative cluster formed by
U MSs in a cellular UL system, the signal transmission
involves two transmission phases owing to the half-duplex
communications of practical transceivers, namely the broad-
cast phase and the relay phase. These are also often referred
to as phase I and II. For the sake of simplicity, both TDMA
as well as FDMA are considered, as illustrated in Fig. 6, in
order to guarantee orthogonal, i.e. non-interfering transmission
amongst cooperating MSs. Furthermore, since the channel
allocation employed among cooperative users may be deemed
to be symmetric, as indicated in Fig. 6, we now focus our
attention on the information transmission of a specific MS
(e.g. T1) in the cellular UL scenario of Fig. 7. The MS T1
may be assisted by Mr = (U − 1) RSs activated from the
set of available cooperating MS candidate pool. Consequently,















Figure 7. Schematic of a U -MS cooperative celluar UL system.
activated RSs of Fig. 7 successively process and forward the
signal broadcast from the source MS to the BS.
For the differential DF (DDF) system, under the assumption
of accurate signal recovery at each RS7, an entire single-
symbol-based cooperative transmission cycle of a specific
source MS may be mathematically described in a form
identical to (2) in co-located MIMO transmissions, albeit
we have a different interpretation for each term therein. To
be specific, when we employ (2) for describing the DDF
system, we redefine Y[n] ∈ CUNt×Nr , S[n] ∈ CUNt×UNt
and W[n] ∈ CUNt×Nr as the U -user-cooperation-based FD
received and transmitted space-time signal matrices as well as
the AWGN matrix having a distribution of CN (0, 2σ2wNrINt),
respectively. More specifically, since the classic TDMA-based
mechanism is used during each cooperation cycle for a
specific MS, S[n] is a diagonal block matrix with its top-
left submatrix S[n]1:Nt,1:Nt denoting the space-time signal
transmitted by the source MS and the diagonal submatrix
S[n]mNt:(m+1)Nt,mNt:(m+1)Nt (1 ≤ m ≤ U − 1) being the
space-time signal radiated by the mth RS. Accordingly, both
the user-cooperation-based channel matrix H[n] ∈ CUNt×Nr
and the AWGN matrix W[n] of (2) encapsulate the corre-
sponding FD-CTF and additive noise between each cooperat-
ing MS and the BS, respectively, as illustrated in the single-
antenna-based example (i.e. Nt = Nr = 1 as depicted in
Fig. 7) of Table III. Note that a total power P is assumed to
be shared by the collaborating MSs for transmitting a symbol.
Thus, by assuming that Mr cooperating MSs are activated,
we can express the associated power contraint as: P =
Ps +
∑Mr
m=1 Prm , where Ps and Prm (m = 1, 2, · · · , Mr)
are the transmit power employed by the source MS and the
mth RS, respectively.
Similarly, in the context of the differential AF (DAF)
cooperative system, the entire cooperative transmission cycle
of a specific source MS may also be formulated in a form
identical to (2). However, in contrast to the case of the DDF
cooperative system, where the broadcast phase is actually
7It was recently demonstrated in [21, 65] that the fixed DF system dispens-
ing with any error-aware mechanisms at the RS, such as for example, the
cyclic redundancy check [66], offers no diversity gain over its conventional
direct-transmission-based counterpart. Hence, the selective DF scheme [21,
65] is assumed here with the aid of error detection codes and/or intelligent
RS selection schemes, where only the RSs that correctly recover the source’s
signal may be activated in the the relay phase.
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Table III
STRUCTURE OFH[n] ANDW[n] OF (2) FOR BOTH THE DAF AND DDF SYSTEMS (Nt = Nr = 1 SEE FIG. 7)

















wsd[n], fAMr1wsr1 [n]hr1d[n] +wr1d[n], · · · ,
· · · ,√PsfAMrU−1hsrU−1 [n]hrU−1d[n]
]T
fAMrU−1wsrU−1 [n]hrU−1d[n] + wrU−1d[n]
]T
excluded from (2) by invoking the perfect relaying assumption,
the construction of (2) for the DAF cooperative system truly
encapsulates a complete cycle of the cooperative transmission,
including both the broadcast phase and the relaying phase.
Specifically, the broadcast space-time signal matrix S[n] is a
diagonal block matrix with its top-left submatrix S[n]1:Nt,1:Nt
denoting the space-time signal transmitted from the source
MS to the BS via the direct transmission path. The remain-
ing diagonal sub-matrices S[n]mNt:(m+1)Nt,mNt:(m+1)Nt =
S[n]1:Nt,1:Nt (1 ≤ m ≤ U − 1) represent the space-time
signal transmitted from the source MS to the BS with the aid
of the mth RS, which successively passes through the source-
relay (SR) and relay-destination (RD) links. Again, for the
sake of simplicity, in Table III we highlight the structure of
the user-cooperation-based channel matrix H[n] and AWGN
matrix W[n] in the context of the single-antenna-based (i.e.
Nt = Nr = 1 as depicted in Fig. 7) DAF system. Note that
fAMrm is the power amplification factor employed by the
mth RS in order to ensure that the average transmit power





, with σ2srm and N0 = 2σ
2
w being
the variance of the channel’s envelope between the source as
well as the mth RS and the noise variance8, respectively.
Therefore, based on the above discourse, we know that both
the DAF and DDF cooperative systems may be mathemati-
cally described using the single-symbol system model in the
form of (2). Furthermore, by employing the same approach
of constructing the multiple-symbol system model from its
single-symbol counterpart, as used for the co-located MIMO
system in Section III-A1, it is now plausible that the multiple-
symbol system models constructed for both the DAF and DDF
cooperative systems obey the form of (3). In a nutshell, both
the co-located and distributed MIMO systems considered may
be formulated by the same mathematical model, which is
advantageous for our non-coherent receiver design.
B. Multiple-Symbol Differential Detection
1) Principle of MSDD: It is worth emphasizing that all
the elements in H[n] and W[n] exhibit a standard Gaus-
sian distribution for all the systems discussed above, except
for the DAF-based coopeartive system, where the relay-
link-related components in H[n] and W[n] are products of
two complex Gaussian variables, as we may observe from
Table III. However, the detailed simulation-based investi-
gations of [68] suggest that the resultant noise processes
8The same noise variance is assumed at each receiver within the cooperative
system throughout this treatise.
are near-Gaussian distributed. As a result, the PDF of the
received signal vector Y[kN ] in (3) recorded for the DAF
cooperative system is also near-Gaussian, especially for rel-
atively low SNRs, where the effects of the AWGN become
more dominant. Hence, under the simplifying assumption
that the equivalent fading and noise are zero-mean com-
plex Gaussian processes, the PDF of the non-coherent re-
ceiver’s output Y[kN ] in (3) conditioned on the transmitted
signal Sd[kN ] may be approximately expressed as follows
for all the co-located and distributed MIMO scenarios con-
sidered9: p(Y|Sd) ≈ exp(−Tr{YHΨ−1Y})/(det(πΨ))Nr ,
where the conditional autocorrelation matrix is given by:
Ψ = E{YYH|Sd} = SdE{HHH}SdH + E{WWH}.
The decision metric of the maximum-likelihood multiple-
symbol differential detector (ML-MSDD) designed for
the differentially encoded cooperative system may be






H(Ψ)−1Y} [69], where Mc is
the set of legitimate constellation points for V[n]. Note that
the choice of the first space-time signal of the current transmit-
ted signal block contained in Sd serves as the reference signal,
which does not affect the resultant ML solution. Therefore, the
entire search space becomes M(Nwind−1)c instead of MNwindc .
Consequently, the correlation between the phase distortions
experienced by the consecutively transmitted symbols can be
exploited by invoking the ML-MSDD decision metric, which
is actually contained in the channel’s covariance matrix Σh =
E{HHH}. In practice, the channel’s correlation matrix
may be modelled by the well-known Jakes-model with the
aid of the estimated Doppler frequency, namely relying
on (1). According to [70], the predictability of the channel is
characterized by the rankQ of the channel’s covariance matrix
Σh. For example, the block-fading channel, where the fading
envelope remains constant over the entire fading block (i.e.
kN space-time signal durations), is associated with the most
predictable fading envelope, when the channel’s covariance
matrix has a rank ofQ = 1. By contrast, the fading process has
a finite differential entropy and becomes less predictable, when
we have Q = kN · rows(H[n]). Let us now consider the two-
user-cooperation-based DAF UL system as a simple example
for demonstrating the performance improvement achieved by
the MSDD in a high-speed mobility environment, where two
single-antenna-aided MSs cooperatively share their antennas
to form a VAA. As observed in Fig. 8, upon using the
CDD of Fig. 3 at the BS, the performance gain achieved
by the DAF system over the traditional point-to-point direct
9In the interest of ease of presentation, the block index kN is omitted here
without loss of accuracy.
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Figure 8. BER performance gain achieved by the MSDD for the single-relay-
aided DAF system (U = 2, Nt = Nr = 1).
transmission system erodes significantly, when the channel’s
fluctuation rate is high (e.g. associated with fd = 0.03 in
this case). Remarkably, the curve of Fig. 8 marked by circles
suggests that the time-selective-fading-induced error floor may
be substantially mitigated for the DAF system with the aid
of MSDD by setting a sufficiently high window-length of
Nwind = 6. Naturally, when using the classic ML MSDD,
the associated complexity becomes equivalent to 26 = 64
objective function evaluations.
2) Complexity Reduction for MSDD: On the other hand,
finding the ML-MSDD solution SdML is known to be NP-hard.
Hence, a pontentially excessive computational complexity may
be imposed, which is exponentially increased with both the
constellation size Mc as well as the observation window
size Nwind employed by the MSDD. Considering again the
above DAF-based cooperative system for example, under the
assumption of an observation window size of Nwind = 10 and
that of DQPSK (Mc = 4), 220 = 1.048576× 106 legitimate
user-cooperation based space-time constellation points have
to be evaluated, thus precluding the practical implementation
of the ML-MSDD at the BS of our differentially encoded
non-coherent cooperative system. As a remedy, the classic
sphere decoding (SD) algorithm may be invoked, which was
originally derived by Pohst and Finke [71] for efficiently
calculating a vector of short length in a lattice. The SD was
then further developed for coherent-detection-based commu-
nication systems [72] by Viterbo and Boutros. As a result,
the coherent ML performance is approached at a moderate
complexity, which is polynomially, rather than exponentially
dependent on the number of unknowns. Inspired by above
contributions, the SD algorithm was first introduced by Lampe
et al. in [73] for mitigating the complexity of the ML-MSDD
[74, 75] in the context of a differentially modulated SISO
system, leading to the multiple-symbol differential sphere
detection (MSDSD) concept. More recently, the employment
of MSDSD is further extended to the family of co-located
and distributed MIMO systems by Pauli and Lampe in [69] as
well as by Wang and Hanzo in [68], respectively. Basically,
the transplantation of the SD mechanism into the MSDD relies
on the fact that Sd of (3) formed in the context of both the co-
located and distributed MIMO systems considered is unitary,
owing to the employment of conventional DPSK schemes or
unitary space-time codes. After a few mathematical manipu-
lations, which are omitted here in the interest of simplicity,
the original ML-MSDD decision metric may be refor-
mulated as Vˆ
d
ML = argminVˇd∈M(Nwind−1)c ||USˇ||
2 < R,
where Vˇd = diag{Vˇ} and U is an upper-triangular block
matrix, which can be obtained asU  (F⊗INr)(diag{Y})H,
with F also being an upper-triangular matrix generated using




−1. Consequently, thanks to the upper-
triangular structure of the matrix U, a layered tree search may
be carried out within a hyper-spheric search space, which is
centered at the origin and confined by the SNR-dependent
search radius R.
The MSDSD mechanism can be interpreted as a geometric
problem, which is illustrated in Fig. 9. For the sake of simple
visualization, we consider here a traditional point-to-point
transmission system, which employs the DBPSK scheme at the
transmitter and jointly detects (Nwind − 1 = 3) consecutively
transmitted information symbols with the aid of the MSDSD
scheme at the receiver upon observing the (Nwind = 4) suc-
cessively received symbols. Thus, the corresponding multiple-
symbol-based transmit domain constellation and the pertain-
ing 3D search space in the receive domain is depicted in
Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b), respectively, in order to demonstrate
how the SD mechanism works in the context of MSDD. At
the receiver, the shape of the multiple-symbol-based cubic
constellation of Fig. 9(a) is assumed to be distorted, due to
the routinely encountered multipath induced phase rotation
and magnitude attenuation. Instead of carrying out a full
search in the receive domain over the entire candidate set
of (23 = 8) trial point, as the ML-MSDD would in order
to find the optimum ML solution, the MSDSD initializes the
search radius depending on the estimated SNR, which confines
the search area to the outer-most sphere centered at the
origin. As seen from Fig. 9(b), the search area is significantly
reduced in comparison to that of the ML-MSDD scheme. It is
indeed intuitive that only the trial lattice points residing in the
immediate neighbourhood of the origin are worth examining.
All the points in the search space confined by the radius are
deemed to be tentative candidates for the three consecutively
transmitted information symbols. Now the core operation of
the MSDSD algorithm is activated. Specifically, a new radius
is calculated by measuring the distance between a candidate
randomly chosen within the spheric search space and the
origin, which should be no higher than the original radius.
Then another arbitrary multiple-symbol-based point is chosen
from the newly obtained search space as the trial transmitted
symbol. Again, the search radius is updated with the value of
the distance between the newly obtained trial point and the
origin. These operations are repeated, until the MSDSD finds
that specific legitimate constellation point, which is nearest
















































Based on this Point
The Last Point Found Inside
is the ML Solution (4th Radiu Update)
2nd Radius Update
Based on this Point
(b) MSDSD processing in the receive domain.
Figure 9. Geometrical interpretation of SD mechanism.
to the origin. At the end of the search, we assume that
the last trial point that was found corresponds to the ML
solution. In the example shown in Fig. 9(b), the MSDSD
reaches the optimum ML solution after two radius updates.
Hence, only three trial points are examined in terms of their
Euclidean distance with respect to the origin. Therefore, the
excessive-complexity full search carried out by the ML-MSDD
is avoided by incorporating the SD mechanism into the MSDD
scheme.
Another way of illustrating the SD algorithm’s philosophy
is constituted by the search tree example provided for the
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Figure 10. Illustration of the depth-first SD algorithm with the aid of the
classic tree searching: The figure in ( ) indicates the partial Euclidean distance
of a specific node for the trial point in the modulated constellation; while the
number outside represents the order in which the points are visited. Finally, the
ML solution of 1100 is found by choosing the tree leaf having the minimum
Euclidean distance of 0.23 and backtracking to the level n = 4.
scenario of a DBPSK modulated system in conjunction with
Nwind = 5 characterized in Fig. 10. As shown in Fig. 10,
the depth-first SD commences its search procedure using an
initial search radius of R = 5 from the top level (n = 4).
For each tree node, the number within the bracket denotes the
corresponding accumulated partial Euclidean distance (PED)
of that node from the origin, while the number outside the
bracket indicates the order in which the node is visited. The
broken line represents a binary zero, whereas the continuous
line denotes a binary one. As we can see in Fig. 10, the
search is carried out from the left to the right, but in both
downward and upward directions along the tree. Specifically,
there are two scenarios that may be encountered during the
tree search portrayed in Fig. 10. Firstly, the search may reach
a leaf node at the bottom, i.e. level (n = 1). The other possible
scenario is that the detector cannot find any point inside the
hyperspherical space for the nth elementV[n], or equivalently,
the accumulated PEDs of all the candidates forV[n] are higher
than the current search radius R.
For example, in the first case, once the search reaches a
leaf node, as seen at its fifth step, where the detector reaches
a tree leaf having an Euclidean distance of 4.2 in Fig. 10,
which is smaller than the current search radius of R = 5, then
the detector starts the search process again with the reduced
radius R = 4.2. In the second case, the detector must have
made at least one erroneous tentative point selection for the
previous (Nwind−n− 1) lattice coordinates. In this scenario,
the detector returns to the (n+1)th search tree level and selects
another tentative point for V[n+1] within the hyperspherical
space confined by the search radius. Following this, it proceeds
downwards along the tree again to try and find a legitimate
decision forV[n]. If all the available tentative points forV[n+
1] fail to lead to a legitimate decison, the search back-tracks
to V[n+2] with the same objective, and so on. For example,
at the ninth step seen in Fig. 10, the detector is unable to find
a legitimate point within the new smaller hyper-sphere having
the radius of 1.8, which was obtained at the previous step,
hence the search back-tracks to level n = 4, since no more
available candidates can be found within the corresponding
search area for V[2], and V[3]. In the end, after visiting a
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Figure 11. Complexity imposed by the MSDSD versus SNR in the single-
relay-aided DAF system (U = 2, Nt = Nr = 1).
total of 15 tree nodes and leaves in Fig. 10, the SD chooses
the specific tree leaf having a minimum Euclidean distance of
0.23 and back-tracks to the level n = 4 to generate the final
ML solution of VˆML.
The interested reader is referred to [77–80] and the refer-
ences therein for a more comprehensive treatment of the SD
algorithms. Although our attention is focused on the MSDSD
in this treatise, it is worth noting that a range mechanisms
other than that of the SD scheme can also be employed for
achieving a beneficial complexity reduction for the MSDD,
such as those discussed in [81, 82].
The complexity quantified by the number of candidate
block-symbol points Sˇ enumerated during the tree search
carried out by the MSDSD versus the SNR is plotted in
Fig. 11 in the scenario of a DQPSK single-relay-aided DAF
cooperative system. It is observed that the complexity imposed
by the MSDSD is a function of the observation window size
Nwind, of the receive SNR as well as of the normalized
Doppler frequency fd. Specifically, as observed in Fig. 11,
the complexity of MSDSD increases dramatically, once the
original observation window size of Nwind = 6 is set to
Nwind = 9. On the other hand, the complexity imposed by
the MSDSD decreases only moderately, as the SNR increases
and finally levels out in the high-SNR range. This is not
unexpected, since under the assumption of having a reduced
noise contamination, it is more likely that the ML solution
point Sˆ
d
ML is located near the search center of the SD used for
finding the ML-MSDD solution. As a result, the SD’s search
process may converge much more rapidly, imposing a reduced
complexity. Furthermore, we can also observe from Fig. 11
that the Doppler frequency has a non-negligible effect on the
complexity imposed by the MSDSD. Basically, for a constant
value of Nwind, a reduced grade of channel predictability
associated with an increased Doppler frequency may lead to
an increased complexity imposed by the MSDSD scheme.
IV. DESIGN OF MSDSD FOR
HIGH-SPECTRUM-EFFICIENCY DIFFERENTIAL SIGNALING
USING NON-CONSTANT-MODULUS CONSTELLATIONS
Differential amplitude and phase shift keying (DAPSK)
[40, 41, 83] using non-constant-modulus constellations was
first proposed for digital terrestrial video broadcasting
(DTVB) in [84, 85] in the context of a single-tranmsit-
antenna-assisted systems employed in SISO or SIMO
scenarios. Since broadcast receivers can be switched on
at any moment in an asyncrhoneous manner, a high pilot-
overhead would be necessary for a coherently detected
system to facilitate near-isntantaneous reception. Further-
more, the coherent receivers are also prone to the carrier
recovery system’s false locking onto the wrong quadrant
of the modulated signal constellation, as detailed in [83].
Again, the non-coherently detected DAPSK solutions dis-
pensed with a high pilot-overhead and eliminated the
above-mentioned synchronization problems with the aid of
so-called rotationally invarian constellations, while trans-
mitting an increased number of bits/symbol [40, 41, 83].
These schemes, which have recently received an increasing
attention from the communication community owing to
their low decoding complexity and low peak power, will
be discussed in Section IV-A, where we design a low-
complexity near-optimum MSDD receiver for bandwidth-
efficient single-transmit-antenna-assisted systems.
On the other hand, when considering the employment
of non-constant-modulus constellation for DUSTM-based
MIMO systems in pursuit of high spectrum efficiency,
DUSTM using APSK and QAM constellations, which have
an increased minimum Euclidean distance over the PSK
constellation, were proposed in [86] and [87], respectively.
However, in constrast to the single-transmit-antenna dif-
ferential system, the DUSTM mechanism allows an easy
employment of the sqaure QAM constellation, which will
be considered instead of APSK in Section IV-B2 regarding
the low-complexity near-optimum MSDD design for high-
spectrum-efficiency MIMO systems. This is because that
square QAM has a larger Euclidean distance between the
constellation symbols than the APSK, thus implying a
superior noise performance [88].
A. Design of MSDSD for SISO Systems Using DAPSK
In order to eliminate the typical emergence of an error-
floor at high Doppler-frequencies, the application of the
full-search-based ML-MSDD discussed in Section III-B1
has been extended to uncoded DAPSK-modulated system
in [75] as well as to channel-coded DAPSK reception
basded on the MAP criterion in [89]. However, since the
constellation size of DAPSK is typically no smaller than
16 in bandwidth-efficient communications, the ML-MSDD
employing even a moderate observation window size of
Nwind may exhibit an excessive complexity. In order to
reduce the potentially excessive complexity, the DF-DD
scheme of [42] has been developed for the DAPSK system,
which, however, may suffer from a moderate but non-
negligible performance loss owing to its inherent vulnera-
bility to feedback error propagation. As another promising

































Figure 12. Overall system model of bit-interleaved coded 16-DAPSK over Rayleigh-fading channel.
Table IV
AMPLITUDE MAPPING FOR 16- AND 64-DAPSK
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complexity reduction technique, the SD mechansim has also
been proposed for MSDD of conventional DPSK, as reviewed
in Section III-B2, leading to the MSDSD scheme. Unfortu-
nately, the non-constant-modulus constellation DAPSK pre-
cludes the direct application of the MSDSD scheme of [90].
Therefore, the conception of an efficient MSDD for DAPSK
systems invoking the SD mechanism has been a challenging
open problem. Hence the solution of this problem may
constitute a promising candidate for low-complexity near-
optimum MSDD implementations.
1) Differential Amplitude and Phase Shift Keying: Here we
consider a bit-interleaved coded differential modulation SISO
design example of Fig. 12 employing the iterative detection
(ID) mechanism. At the transmitter a block of L information
bits u is first encoded by the channel encoder in order to
generate the coded bits c, which are then interleaved by
the interleaver π. The resultant permuted bits b are then
fed through the DAPSK modulator. The 2p-DAPSK employs
multiple concentric rings by combining the 2q-DASK and
2(p−q)-DPSK modulation schemes. As illustrated in Fig. 12,
the first q bits, bnγ = [b
n
γ,1, · · · , bnγ,q], of the nth p-bit encoded
APSK symbol d[n] = γ[n]v[n] are mapped to one of the
legitimate radii R = {αiA | iA = 0, · · · , 2q − 1} in order
to generate the component ASK symbol γ[n]. Meanwhile,
the remaining (p − q) bits, bnθ = [bnθ,1, · · · , bnθ,p−q], are
mapped to the component PSK symbol v[n] = ejθ[n] ∈ V =
{ej2πiP/2(p−q) |iP = 0, · · · , 2(p−q) − 1}. Then, the differential
amplitude and phase modulation processes are carried out in
parallel, as observed in Fig. 12. More particularly, during
the amplitude differential modulation the current ampli-
tude state a[n] is chosen from the constellation diagram
depending on the previous amplitude state a[n−1], taking
into account the ASK symbol γ[n] according to Table IV.
Finally, the DAPSK symbol x[n] may be generated as the
product of the DASK and DPSK symbols according to




Figure 13. Signal constellation of 16-DAPSK (α denotes the ring ratio).
Mc of 16-DAPSK (p = 1, q = 4) is depicted in Fig. 13.
2) MAP-Based MSDD for DAPSK: In the light of the
generalized multiple-symbol system model of (3), we may
straightforwardly obtain the multiple-symbol system model
for the DAPSK modulated system of Fig. 12 as Y[kN ] =
Xd[kN ]H[kN ] +W[kN ] = A
d[kN ]S
d[kN ]H[kN ] +W[kN ],
where Xd[kN ], Ad[kN ] and Sd[kN ] are all diagonal matrices
containing the kth block of Nwind consecutively transmitted
DAPSK symbols, ASK symbols as well as PSK symbols along
their diagonal, respectively.
Based on the above multiple-symbol system model,
the MSDD discussed in Sction III-B1 may be directly
applied to the single-transmit-antenna-assisted DAPSK
system. However, we have to bear in mind that since
the conditional PDF p(Y[kN ]|Xd[kN ]) is dependent on
the amplitude of the non-constant-modulus reference
symbol xref (i.e. on the first upper-left element of the
diagonal matrix Xd[kN ]), the metric employed in the
MSDD, namely, the conditional PDF p(Y[kN ]|b[kN ]) =
p(Y[kN ]|Γ[kN ],Θ[kN ]) should be caculated by averag-
ing p(Y[kN ]|Xd[kN ]) over all possible values of xref as
p(Y[kN ]|Γ[kN ],Θ[kN ]) = Exref{p(Y[kN ]|Xd[kN ])}, where
Γ[kN ] = [γ[k(Nwind−1)], · · · , γ[(k+1)(Nwind−1)−1]]T and
Θ[kN ] = [θ[k(Nwind − 1)], · · · , θ[(k + 1)(Nwind − 1)− 1]]T
correspond to the kN th block of consecutively transmitted
(Nwind − 1) pieces of the amplitude-ratio and phase-
rotation information, respectively. The soft bit information
expressed in terms of a posteriori LLRs may then be cal-
culated with the aid of Bayes’ theorem at the output of the



















































Figure 14. Iterative multiple-symbol differential amplitude/phase detection
(Illustration for the first multiple-symbol block, i.e., kN = 0).









where Bn,i,±1 represents the set of 2(pN−1) legitimate trans-
mitted bit vectors b associated with the ith bit of the nth
p-bit-coded symbol being bni = ±1 (i ∈ {0, · · · , p− 1}).
According to (4), the asymptotic complexity of the MAP-
MSDD of a 2p-DAPSK scheme using 2q concentric rings is
O(p · 2(pN)). Therefore, employing the ML - search carried
out by the MAP-MSDD might impose a potentially excessive
computational complexity and hence may preclude its practical
implementation, especially for high-order modulation schemes
and/or for high observation window sizes.
3) The Design of Iterative Amplitude/Phase MSDSD: Since
the transmitted signal matrix Xd is no longer unitary in
the DAPSK modulated system, we are unable to transform
the maximization problem of the ML-MSDD decision
metric into an efficient SD-aided layered tree search, as it
was observed in Section III-B2 for the DPSK modulated
scenario. As another approach of reducing the complexity, the
idea of decoupling the joint amplitude and phase detection was
conceived in [91] for MSDD invoked for DAPSK modulated
transmission over Rayleigh channels. Regretfully, this sub-
optimum scheme only achieved a complexity reduction at the
cost of a significant performance loss.
In order to recover from this potentially substantial
performance degradation, below a novel IAP-MSDSD
mechanism is proposed for channel coded DAPSK modu-
lated systems. As illustrated in Fig. 14, Nwind consecutively
received symbols are collected and fed through the de-
coupled serially concatenated multiple-symbol differential
amplitude detector (MSDAD) and multiple-symbol differ-
ential phase detector (MSDPD) of Fig. 14. We note that
the soft-decision-based detection of the amplitude- and
phase-modulation-related bits is conducted independently
and their generated soft amplitude and phase information
may be iteratively exchanged between each other. The
decoupling of the amplitude and phase detection renders
the SD mechanism applicable to the computationally de-
manding MSDPD process of acquiring the phase estimate
Sˆ
d
, which uses the amplitude estimates of the consecutively
transmitted symbols provided by the MSDAD as a priori
information. The step-by-step operation of IAP-MSDSD is
briefly summarized as follows:
Step 1: The IAP-MSDD process commences by obtaining
the phase information Θˆ based on the output of the phase
detector as Θˆ = [φ0, · · · , φ(N−1)]T by toggling the phase
information feedback switch to the ‘1’ location of Fig. 14,
in order to provide the initial phase estimates Θˆ for the first
round of MSDAD detection.
Step 2: In the presence of the estimated transmit-domain
phase information Θˆ, the a posteriori amplitude-modulation-
related bit LLRs are computed by the MSDAD as:
LD(b
n





where Bγn,i,±1 represents the set of 2
[q(N−1)−1] legitimate
amplitude-modulation-related bit vectors bγ associated with
bnγ,i = ±1 (i ∈ {1, · · · , q}).
Step 3: Subsequently, the amplitudes Aˆ
d
of the consec-
utively transmitted symbols may be estimated based on
the a posteriori amplitude-modulation-related bit LLRs,
i.e. LD(bγ |y, Θˆ) of (5), which are then delivered to the
serially concantenated MSDPD.
Step 4: Thanks to the amplitude estimate matrix Aˆ
d
,
the a posteriori phase-modulation-related bit LLRs may be
computed by the MSDPD of Fig. 14, where the efficient
SD mechanism can be incorporated in a similar manner
as seen in Section III-B2.
Step 5: From the second iteration of the MSDAD
process onwards, the phase information feedback switch of
Figure 14 is toggled to the ‘2’ position in order to exploit
the phase-modulation-related bit LLRs delivered by the
MSDPD. Then, go back to Step 2, if further iterative A/P
detection is required.
Step 6: Output both the amplitude- and phase-modulation-
related bit LLRs LD(bA) and LD(bP).
4) Application Example - 16DAPSK SISO System: Let
us now invoke the semi-analytical EXtrinsic Informa-
tion Transfer (EXIT) charts of [92] for investigating
the performance versus complexity of the IAP-MSDSD
scheme conceived for the single-antenna-aided 16-DAPSK-
modulated SISO system of Fig. 12 experiencing a nor-
malized Doppler frequency of fd = 0.01. According to
the area properties of the EXIT chart [92], the upwards-
shifted EXIT curve of the IAP-MSDSD in Fig. 15 suggests
that a significantly higher maximum transmission rate may
be achieved in comparison to the CDD assisted system using
Nwind = 2. This throughput gain was achieved by jointly
detecting Nwind > 2 data symbols using the IAP-MSDSD, as
also visualized in the 3D plot of Fig. 16, where the maximum
achievable throughput of the IAP-MSDSD-aided 16-DAPSK
modulated system is portrayed versus both the SNR and
the ring-ratio α. Additionally, a compromise between the
achievable performance and the complexity imposed may
be struck by employing the low-complexity conventional
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Figure 16. Maximum achievable throughput of the 16-DAPSK system.
differential amplitude detection (CDAD) or conventional
differential phase detection (CDPD) philosophy in the
corresponding amplitude or the phase detection process, as
indicated by the associated downwards-shifted dotted and
dot-dashed EXIT curves of Fig. 15.Moreover, as implied by
the almost invisible gap between the EXIT curve of the IAP-
MSDSD and that of the traditional MSDD seen in Fig. 15, both
the MSDAD and MSDPD of the IAP-MSDSD of Fig. 14 has
to be activated only once, in order to approach the performance
of the traditional MSDD. Thus, remarkably, the complexity
imposed by the IAP-MSDSD becomes about five orders of
















































Iterative A/P MSDSD (N=6)
Iterative A/P MSDSD (N=2)
Traditional MSDD (N=6)
Figure 17. Complexity reduction achieved by the IAP-MSDSD in the 16-
DAPSK system.
16-DAPSK modulation-aided system across a wide range of
SNRs, as seen in Fig. 17, where the complexity quantified in
terms of the number of transmitted symbol vector candidate
enumerations during the differential detection is portrayed
versus both the SNR and the ring-ratio α. Furthermore, the
simulation results seen in Figs. 16 and 17 suggest that setting
the ring-ratio employed by the 16-DAPSK to α ≈ 2.0 con-
stitutes an appropriate choice for maximizing the achievable
throughput [93], while minimizing the complexity imposed.
B. Design of MSDSD for MIMO Systems Using QAM-DUSTM
1) DUSTM Using QAM Constellations: In contrast to the
traditional space-time block coding (STBC) framework, the
DUSTM structure portrayed in Fig. 4 introduces a differential
encoding unit, in order to forgo the burden of channel estima-
tion. However, the differential encoding structure imposes a
unitary constraint on the resultant space-time coded matrices,
otherwise the matrix product S[n] = V[n]V[n − 1] · · ·V[1]
may become zero, infinity or possibly both in different spa-
tial and temporal directions, as the differential space-time
encoding proceeds. In other words, the challenge of designing
DUSTM can be described as that of designing a family of
STBCs, where all the space-time matrices are unitary. A
straighforward way of designing DUSTM is based on
Alamouti codes [6], where the challenge of constructing a
set of unitary space-time matrices V[n] for the schematic
of Fig. 4 is tackled by simply employing, for example, the
well-known G2 matrices with their elements drawn from
a 2p-PSK constant-modulus constellation.
Let us now briefly review how the PSK constellation
can be replaced by its non-constant-modulus square QAM
counterpart, while still preventing the peak power of the
transmitted signals generated by the DUSTM encoding
process from becoming infinity or zero. The reader’s fa-
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miliarity with the Alamouti STBC is assumed here. Then
we consider a co-located MIMO system equipped with two
transmit antennas as our design example. Thus the G2-based
DUSTM encoding process may be formulated as S[n] =
1
ηn−1
S[n − 1]V[n] = 1ηn−1S[n − 1]G2(v1[n], v2[n]), where
the function G2(·) takes two input symbols drawn from the
2p-QAM constellation for generating the associated (2 × 2)-
dimensional space-time matrix. The first transmitted space-
time signal is also a G2 matrix, which serves as the reference
symbol. Furthermore, it is the power normalization factor
ηn−1 =
√||S[n− 1]||2/2 = √|v1[n− 1]|2 + |v2[n− 1]|2
that is introduced for confining the peak power of the
transmitted signals after differential encoding within a
certain limit.
In order to recover the QAM symbols (v1[n], x2[n]) us-
ing the CDD, which performs ML detection based on low-
complexity linear processing, both the transmit power normal-
ization factor ηn and the fading channel’s power envelope has
to be known by the receiver. The factor ηn may be directly
obtained from the previous decisions, but the fading channel’s
power envelope has to be estimated, for example, by evaluating
the auto-correlation of the received signal. Naturally, the accu-
racy of this estimation highly depends on both the estimation
window duration as well as on the Doppler frequency. Since
the implementation of the related ML detection is a well-
known standard process, we refer the interested reader to [87]
for more details and continue our discourse focusing on how
to efficiently carried out multiple-symbol-based detection for
the DUSTM system using QAM constellations for the sake of
enhancing its robustness against rapid channel fluctuation.
2) The Design of MSDSD for QAM-Based DUSTM: By
constructing the multiple-symbol system model of (3) detailed
in Section III-A1 for the QAM-based-DUSTM system, the
ML-MSDD discussed in Section III-B1 can be directly ap-
plied. However, a problem precludes the direct application
of the SD regime for reducing the ML-MSDD’s excessive
complexity experienced in the context of QAM-based
DSTUM MIMO systems, which was also encountered in
the DAPSK-aided SISO scenario. This specific problem is
that the matrix Sd of (3) encapsulating the consecutively
transmitted space-time signals is no longer unitary. Further-
more, another challenging problem faced by the SD algorithm
when aiming for complexity reduction is the estimation of the
power normalization factor ηn. Therefore, we will highlight
three major actions enabling an efficient implementation
of the ML-MSDD relying on the SD mechanism in our
following discourse:
Action 1 - Generation of Equivalent Unitary Signal Matrix
and Its Associated Channel Matrix: In the light of our
multiple-symbol system model of (3) let us consider the





S[1] · · · 1√
2ηNwind




T · · · √2ηNwindH[Nwind]T]T. The so-called equiv-
alent unitary signal matrix S˜
d
is specifically constructed in
order to satisfy the above-mentioned unitary-matrix based
prerequisite of incorporating the SD mechanism.
Action 2 - Estimation of the Power Normalization Fac-
tor: Since the first transmitted symbol of each detection
block constitutes a priori knowledge, as we mentioned
above, we re-order the layered signal detection process
by rearranging each matrix of (3) upside down. Then, we
now have H˜ = [
√
2ηNwindH[Nwind]
T · · ·√2η1H[1]T]T for
example. In the sequel, thanks to the layered tree search
mechanism of the SD scheme, we can now embark on
a joint detection of the transmitted symbol Sn and its
associated normalization factor ηn =
√||Sn||2/2, since the
previous transmission matrix estimates {Sˆj}n−1j=1 as well
as their associated transmit power normalization factor
estimates {ηˆj}n−1j=1 have already been temporarily obtained
from the previous tree search phases.
Action 3: - Construction of Partial Upper-Triangular Ma-
trix: Unfortuntely, the upper-triangular matrix U˜ used in
the layered tree search of the SD scheme, which is obtained
based on the channel’s covariance matrix Σ˜h = E{H˜H˜H}
may not be acquired, until all the decisions concerning the
power normalization factors {ηˆj}Nwindj=1 have been attained.
However, we found that a so-called partial upper-triangular
matrix ˜˜U of (nNtNr) × (nNt) elements may be generated
based on the (nNt) × (nNt)-element partial channel covari-
ance matrix ˜˜Σh, which corresponds to the partial equivalent
channel matrix ˜˜H obtained by removing the first (Nwind−n)
rows of the complete channel matrix H˜. Furthermore, we
observed that the partial upper-triangular matrix ˜˜U constitutes
a matrix which is identical to the lower-right submatrix of the
complete upper-triangular matrix U˜ used by the conventional
SD algorithm, as illustrated in Fig. 18. This is equivalent to
saying that the candidate search for the (n + 1)st transmit-
ted symbol may be carried out based on the partial upper-
triangular matrix ˜˜U, which is associated with the estimates
of {ηˆj}nj=1 that become available after the layered tree search
for the previous n consecutively transmitted symbols. More
explicitly, this is achieved without acquiring all the decisions
of the power normalization factors {ηˆj}Nwindj=1 . Consequently,
as the tree search of the SD continues, the dimension of
the partial upper-triangular matrix ˜˜U increases, and finally
becomes the complete matrix U˜, when the layered tree search
is completed.
3) Application Example - G2-DUSTM-16QAM System: In
this section, we examine the performance of the proposed
MSDSD scheme in the context of the two-transmit-antenna-
aided G2-DUSTM-16QAM system. Its BER performance
is portrayed in Fig. 19(a). It can be seen that the error
floor of the CDD imposed by rapidly fading channels is
successfully mitigated by the proposed MSDSD. We note
that the MSDSD associated with Nwind = 2 is equivalent
to the CDD. Furthermore, as the MSDSD window duration
Nwind increases, the performance of the noncoherent receiver
approaches that of the idealized coherent scheme relying on
perfect CSI estimation apart from the irreducible 3 dB gap, as
evidenced by Fig. 19(a).
Fig. 19(b) presents our complexity comparison between
the MSDD and the MSDSD, which is simply quantified as
the number of 16-QAM constellation points visited by the
MSDD/MSDSD per detected DUSTM information matrix.
As seen in Fig. 19(b), the ML MSDD imposes a constant
but potentially excessive complexity, even if the observation



































































































































Figure 19. BER performance and Complexity of MSDSD aided DUSTM
employing 16QAM, for fd = 0.03.
window size of Nwind = 3 is only slightly higher than
the Nwind = 2 value employed by the CDD. On the other
hand, the complexity imposed by the proposed MSDSD is
a function of both the observation window size Nwind and
the received SNR. As the SNR increases, the MSDSD’s
complexity decreases steadily and finally becomes comparable
to that of the MSDSD in conjunction with Nwind = 2.
V. DIFFERENTIAL INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION BASED
ON JOINT MULTIPLE-SYMBOL FILTERING AND DETECTION
Apart from the high-order modulation schemes dis-
cussed in the previous sections, a more promising solution
to achieve a significantly improved bandwidth-efficiency is
the non-orthogonal transmission based on the exploitation
of the spatial dimension. Explicitly, we may employ spatial
division multiple access (SDMA) [1], where the user-
specific CIRs are estimated and invoked for differentiating
the parallel UL streams transmitted by the different users.
Regretfully, it was revealed in [94] that the SDMA system’s
performance is highly sensitive to the channel estimation
errors, which may only be mitigated at the cost of an excessive
computational complexity and/or high pilot overheads in many
practical time-varying fading scenarios. Fortunately, however,
it is possible to circumvent the channel estimation. This may
be achieved by estimating and cancelling the multiple-access
interference with the aid of an appropriately designed adaptive
receiver. For example, the adaptive minimum mean square
error (MMSE) scheme [95] using the least mean square (LMS)
or the recusive least squares (RLS) algorithm and the more
recently proposed maximum signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (MSINR) based differential interference suppression
(DIS) scheme [96] may be invoked. For the LMS scheme the
interference suppression filter has to be adapted in an agile
manner, in order to minimize the MSE between the transmitted
signal and the filter’s output signal, while for the MSINR
solution the filter coefficients are adjusted to maximize the
SINR at its output. It has been demonstrated in [96] the
MSINR solution is also capable of mitigating the effects of
carrier phase variations.
A. Multiple-Symbol SDMA-OFDM System Model
In the context of nonorthogonal transmissions, the signals
transmitted from multiple MSs are superimposed on each
other at the receive antennas, thus the per-sub-carrier-based
multiple-symbol SDMA-OFDM system is formulated on the




Sdu[kN ]Hu[kN ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Yu[kN ]
+W[kN ], (6)
where the subscript u is introduced here to differentiate the
terms associated with each MS while the sub-carrier index is
again omitted here for notational simplicity. The dimension
of each term in (6) is in line with that of the corresponding
term of (3). Due to pratical cost- and size- constraints, the
employment of a single transmit antenna is assumed for each
MS without loss of generality, i.e. we have Nt = 1. In
order to circumvent the channel estimation, the uth single-
antenna-aided MS differentially encodes its information sym-
bols Vu[n] ∈ Mc = {ej2πm/M ;m = 0, 1, · · · ,M − 1},
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each of which contains (log2M )-bit information, as Su[n] =
Vu[n]Su[n− 1], resulting in the so-called differential SDMA
(DSDMA) system.
B. Adaptive Multiple-Symbol Differential Interference Sup-
pression
It is observed from (6) that non-coherent differential de-
tection techniques cannot be directly applied at the BS to
recover the information pertaining to a specific MS without
suppressing the interference imposed by all the other MSs.
Therefore, we will use the MSINR approach of [96] for inter-
ference suppression in the DSDMA-OFDM system. However,
rather than computing the uth MS’s linear vector filter fu[n]
of a specific sub-carrier for each OFDM symbol duration
n, we propose updating fu[kN ] only once for Nwind OFDM
symbol durations based on the most recently received Nwind
signal matrices hosted by Y[kN ] of (6). The resultant new
multiple-symbol MSINR (MS-MSINR) criterion reduces the
filter-update overhead and additionally facilitates the imple-
mentation of the powerful MSDSD in the ensuing stage, hence
achieving significant performance improvements.
1) Multiple-Symbol MSINR Criterion: Our goal is to find
the specific filter fv[kN ] capable of maximizing the filter’s
output SINR, which may be mathematically expressed as:
fv[kN ] = max
fv [kN ]





where R[kN ]  E{YH[kN ]Y[kN ]} is the correlation matrix
of the multiple-symbol-based received signal Y[kN ] of (6)
and Riv[kN ]  E{(Y[kN ] − Yv[kN ])H(Y[kN ] − Yv[kN ])}
is the multiple-symbol-based interference-plus-noise corre-
lation matrix. Using the method of Lagrange multipliers,
we may solve (7) by maximizing fHv [kN ]R[kN ]fv[kN ] un-
der the constraint that the interference-plus-noise component
fHv [kN ]R
i
v[kN ]fv[kN ] is fixed, leading to a so-called general-
ized eigenvalue problem [97]:
R[kN ]fv[kN ] = λR
i
v[kN ]fv[kN ], (8)
where λ represents the real-valued Lagrange multiplier.
2) MS-MSINR-Based Differential Interference Suppression:
Thanks to the differential encoding mechanism, despite
dispensing with channel estimation in the DSDMA-
OFDM system, the interference-plus-noise correlation ma-
trix Riv[kN ] may be calculated by exploiting the dif-
ferentially encoded transmission principles. To be spe-
cific, under the assumption of a relatively slow fading chan-
nel, the multiple-symbol-based interference-plus-noise corre-
lation matrix Riv[kN ] may be approximately evaluated as
Riv[kN ] ≈ E{EHv [kN ]Ev[kN ]}, where the multiple-symbol-
based interference-plus-noise signal matrix Ev[kN ] is defined
as Ev[kN ] 
√
1




N ]) with the block
index k−nN representing the kth block shifted backwards by
n OFDM symbol durations and the (NtNwind × NtNwind)-
element diagonal block matrix V˜
d
v [kN ] = diag{V˜v[kN ]} =
diag{[Vv[(Nwind−1)(k−1)]T , Vv[kN ]T ]T } is the multiple-
symbol-based transmitted information symbol matrix of the
vth MS. The diagonal block matrix V˜
d
v [kN ] is known to the
receiver during the training session or may be estimated by
using the previous decisions [98].
3) Adaptive Implementation of MS-DIS: In practice, rather
than carrying out the high-complexity singular-value decom-
position to solve the generalized eigenvalue problem of (8),
we apply a multiple-symbol-version of the adaptive Newton
algorithm of [99] for recursively updating the differential
interference suppression (DIS) filter fv[kN ]. This modified
adaptive Newton algorithm, which was shown in [99] to have
a fast convergence and an excellent tracking capability10 is
omitted here owing to the lack of space - the interested reader
is referred to [98, 99]. It is worth noting that in constrast to
the conventional single-symbol based adaptive algorithm,
the filter fv[kN ] is updated at the beginning of each Nwind-
OFDM-symbol block and it is used unaltered throughout
the Nwind-OFDM-symbol block to suppress the multiple-
access interference imposed by the other MSs. This block-
based filtering regime facilitates the implementation of the
MSDSD scheme as a benefit of imposing no further dis-
tortion on the phase difference between the consecutively
transmitted symbols in addition to that caused by the time-
varying fading channel.
C. MS-DSDMA Transceiver Design
We now consider a channel-code aided turbo DIS receiver
for the DSDMA-OFDM system supporting U MSs, which is
depicted in Fig. 20. Specifically, the BS receiver of Fig. 20 is
constituted by three modules, namely the DIS filter bank, the
MSDSD and the channel decoder, where the extrinsic infor-
mation may be exchanged amongst the three concantenated
components in a number of consecutive iterations. As shown
in Fig. 20, A(·) represents the a priori information expressed
in terms of the LLRs, while E(·) denotes the corresponding
extrinsic information, whereas the labels u and c represent
the uncoded and coded bits, respectively, corresponding to the
specific module indicated by the subscript. Bearing in mind
the goal of striking an attractive compromise between the
attainable system performance and the complexity, our
design guidelines may be summarized as follows:
a) Channel-Code-Aided Turbo DIS: At the early stage
of the iterative detection process, V˜v[kN ] which is used
for evaluating Riv[kN ] should be obtained based on the
output of the MSDSD by toggling the decision-directed
mode switch to the ‘a’ location of Fig. 20, in order
to ensure that the system is operating in its decision-
directed mode. However, as soon as the a priori information
delivered by the channel decoder becomes more reliable
during the iterative detection process, namely when we
have IE(c1) > IE(u2), it is preferred to switch to the
“channel-code-aided” decision-directed mode by toggling
the switch to the ‘b’ location in Fig. 20, so that V˜v[kN ] is
calculated from the a priori information provided by the
channel decoder.
10Our investigations, which are omitted here owing to the lack of space,
indicate that the MSINR-based DIS scheme exhibits a lower sensitivity to the
quality of the feedback decision than that of its conventional RLS-LMMSE-
based counterpart, resulting in a superior tracking capability.





























































Figure 20. Multiple-symbol DSDMA-OFDM transceiver architecture.
Table V
SUMMARY OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Modulation DQPSK in Time Domain
Users Supported 2
Normalized Doppler Freq. 0.001
System DSDMA-OFDM Uplink
Sub-Carriers 1024
Rx at BS 2
Channel Code Half-Rate RSC(2,1,3) (5/7)
TDL Channel Model Typical Urban 6-Tap Channel Model
Channel Delay Profile [0 2 6 16 24 50]
b) Soft-Symbol-Decision-Direct DIS: Based on the idea
of retaining the valuable soft-information contained in
the a posteriori LLRs, which would be simply discarded
by the action of subjecting the LLRs to hard decisions,
soft-symbol-decision-directed (SSDD) DIS is advocated. In
this context the soft- rather than hard-decision symbol is
calculated based on the a priori LLRs delivered either by
the MSDSD or by the channel decoder for V˜v[kN ].
c) Adaptive-Window-Duration Based MSDSD: Instead
of using a fixed observation window size of Nwind during
the entire iterative detection process, the observation
window size employed by the MSDSD was initially set
to Nwind = 2 for the sake of a low complexity. However,
this window-size will be slightly increased, as soon as the
iterative decoding process exchanging extrinsic informa-
tion between the combined “DIS-MSDSD” decoder and
the channel decoder converges. The proposed AWD-aided
MSDSD scheme is characterized with the aid of the EXIT
chart seen in Fig. 21(a) in the context of a (2 × 2)-element
DQPSK modulated DSDMA-OFDM system, where we may
also observe the transition of the decision-directed mode from
the MSDSD-based mode to the channel-code-based mode
at the second iteration, as we discussed above. Indeed, the
complexity imposed by the MSDSD is significantly reduced
by the AWD scheme, as observed in Fig. 21(b), where the
complexity imposed by the MSDSD in terms of the number
of the PED evaluations per bit is plotted versus the SNR for
the systems operating both with and without the AWD scheme.
d) Apriori-LLR-Threshold Aided MSDSD: Bearing in
mind that the sign of the resultant LLRs indicates whether
the current bit is more likely to be +1 or −1, whereas the
magnitude reflects how reliable the decision concerning
the current bit is, the search space of the MSDSD may
be significantly reduced by invoking an ALT controlled
technique. To be specific, when calculating the a posteriori
LLR LD(bi) for the ith bit component bi of the bit vector
b, the vector candidates b associated with bj (j = i, j ∈ J )
having values opposite to those indicated by the sign of
their a priori LLRs may be excluded from the search space,
as long as their a priori LLRs exhibit magnitudes higher
than the preset threshold TALT. As seen in Fig. 21(b),
the integration of ALT schemes (TALT = 10) further
reduce the complexity of the MSDSD significantly without
sacrificing the performance.
D. Simulation Results and Discussions
In Fig. 22 the BER performance of the proposed turbo
MS-DIS-aided DSDMA system of Fig. 20 is plotted in
comparison to those of its LMMSE-based and MSINR-based
single-symbol-DIS-aided counterparts, in the specific context
where two single-antenna-aided users are assumed to transmit
simutaneously to the two-antenna-aided BS. The simulation
parameters are summarized in Table V. It is observed in
Fig. 22 that for Nwind = 1 the coded RLS-based-LMMSE
DSDMA-OFDM system is slightly inferior to its MSINR-
based counterpart in terms of its BER performance within
the SNR range of interest. Furthermore, when the MS-DIS
scheme operates in conjunction with Nwind = 7, the MSINR-
based system using the ALT- and AWD-aided MSDSD is
capable of achieving an SNR gain of 5 dB over its LMMSE-
based counterpart at the BER target of 10−4 in the channel-
coded scenario associated with fd = 0.001. Finally, observe
in Fig. 22 that the error-floor induced by a more severely
time-selective channel may be significantly mitigated by the
proposed MSINR-based MS-DIS scheme in conjunction with
the ALT- and AWD-aided MSDSD. More specifically, an SNR
gain of about 7 dB can be achieved by the proposed turbo
MS-DIS-aided three-stage receiver employing Nwind = 7 in
comparison to the conventional MSINR-based DIS-assisted
system using Nwind = 1 in the time-varying fading channel
associated with fd = 0.005.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
A. Summary and Conclusions
Multiple-symbol joint signal processing techniques, which
are capable of exploiting the fading channel’s memory, were
advocated in this treatise as an appealing, practically im-
plementable candidate for differentially modulated systems
dispensing with the potentially excessive-complexity and yet
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(b) Complexity reduction achieved.
Figure 21. Characterization of the adaptive-window aided scheme for the
MSDSD.
inaccurate channel estimation. The benefits of the multiple-
symbol joint signal processing include the enhancement of
the system’s robustness against rapid channel fluctuation,
striking a flexible performance-complexity compromise by
appropriately adapting the observation window size Nwind as
well as the provision of enhanced iterative gains achieved
for channel-code-aided iterative receivers. As a prominent
scheme in the family of multiple-symbol signal processing
techniques conceived for differential signalling systems, the
ML MSDD and its SD-based reduced-complexity counterpart,
namely MSDSD, were briefly reviewed based on our gener-
alized MIMO-OFDM multiple-symbol transmission model of
Section III, which subsumes the SISO system as a special case.
However, our discussions of multiple-symbol signal process-
ing was not restricted to the family of differentially modulated














































Figure 22. BER performance of the MS-DSMA OFDM system using the
ALT- and AWD-aided MSDSD.
systems relying on conventional constant-modulus constel-
lations. Instead, communication systems using nonconstant-
modulus constellation based signaling mechanisms, such as
the DAPSK and the DUSTM-QAM schemes were consid-
ered, in the interest of more efficiently exploiting the scarce
spectral resources for accommodating the ever-increasing traf-
fic demands. Although the exhaustive-search-based MSDD
mechanism is directly applicable to the above high-order
differential modulation schemes, they exhibit a potentially
excessive complexity, which is increased exponentially both
with the modulation constellation size and with the multiple-
symbol processing block size. The bottleneck of efficiently
implementing the MSDD for the DAPSK and DUSTM-
QAM schemes lies in the fact that the employment of the
nonconstant-modulus constellation destroys the unitary nature
of the transmitted multiple-symbol signal matrix. Therefore
we transplanted the SD regime into the MSDD. Hence, an
iterative A/P detection framework for MSDD-aided DAPSK
system was proposed in Section IV-A, which was shown to be
capable of achieving a low-complexity near-ML performance.
On the other hand, upon the construction of an equivalent
multiple-symbol transmission model for the DUSTM-QAM
system, we proposed in Section IV-B2 to incorporate the
joint detection of the power normalization factor and of the
transmitted space-time information symbol into the layered
tree search conducted by our newly devised partial SD process,
which exploits the properties of the corresponding partial
channel matrix, hence resulting in a low-complexity MSDD
implementation. In the final part of our treatise, namely in
Section V, an in-depth discussion was dedicated to the so-
called differential SDMA system, where the multiple access
interference was removed by our adaptive differential interfer-
ence suppression scheme.
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B. Design Guideline
• MIMOs circumvent the capacity/power limitation of clas-
sic single-antenna-aided systems, since they may be able
to increase the achievable throughpot linearly, rather than
logarithmically with the transmit power.
• However, the MIMO-capacity degrades in the presence
of correlated shadow-fading. Hence the single-antenna-
based mobiles, which are sufficiently far apart may form
a VAA to circumvent this limitation with the aid of
cooperation.
• Another challenge in the design of MIMOs is their chan-
nel camplex estimation, since they require the estimation
of (NTx × NRx) links, which is extremely demanding
both in terms of its computational requirements as well as
in terms of its potentially excessive pilot overhead. This
is particularly so for high Doppler frequencies. These
two factors may lead to a performance erosion, which
may be mitigated with the aid of low-complexity non-
coherent detection aided MIMOs dispensing with channel
estimation.
• Indeed, coherent-detection aided VAAs would be even
more challanging to design than their classic MIMO
counterparts relying on co-located elements, since it
is somewhat unrealistic to expect the low-complexity,
light-weight MSs to estimate each other’s channels, let
alone the associated data-security aspects of potential
eavesdropping...
• However, the widely recognized impediment of low-
complexity non-coherent detection is its typical 3dB per-
formance loss and the potential BER-floor experienced
in case of high Doppler frequencies.
• Meanwhile, the need for more flexible compromise be-
tween performance and complexity as well as enhanced
iteration gain in the context of channel-code-aided iter-
ative receiver has become increasingly urgent for future
wireless communications dispensing with channel esti-
mation.
• The joint multiple-symbol based signal processing, such
as the MSDD detection technique features prominently
on the list of the recent technical advances with a chance
of resolving above-mentioned problems at a reasonably
low complexity with the aid of sphere decoding mecha-
nism.
• Unfortunately, the direct application of MSDSD for
future high-spectrum-efficiency transmissions employing
the DAPSK or DUSTM-QAM schemes is prevented by
the nonconstant-modulus modulation constellation struc-
ture, since it undermines the unitarity of the multiple-
symbol transmitted signal matrix.
• Hence, the multiple-symbol based detection may be de-
coupled for the amplitude and phase of the transmitted
DAPSK symbols and an iterative information exchange
mechanism may be devised between them for retrieving
the performance loss potentially caused by the decoiu-
pling of the A/P detection process.
• As for DUSTM-QAM systems, incorporating a joint
detection of the power normalization factor and of the
transmitted space-time information symbol into the lay-
ered tree search process may be invoked for the sake
of a low-complexity implementation, which exploits the
properties of the corresponding partial channel matrix.
• On the other hand, the signal separation capability at
the receiver of differentially modulated SDMA systems
dispensing with channel estimation requires further en-
hancements in high-Doppler scenarios.
• To this end, inspired by the block-based least-squares al-
gorithm of [95] designed for standard MMSE adaptation,
the so-called multiple-symbol DIS scheme based on the
MSINR criterion is devised, which is also capable of
reducing the filter adaptation overheads and - even more
importantly - for facilitating the implementation of the
powerful MSDSD.
• In order to further exploit the differential coding gains
in the context of our adaptive MS-DIS scheme, a new
channel-code-aided three-stage turbo DIS receiver was
then proposed, which allowed a beneficial information
exchange amongst the concatenated adaptive MS-DIS
filter bank, the MSDSD and the channel decoder.
• Finally, a new adaptive-window-duration based MSDSD
scheme was conceived, which was further aided by the
proposed ALT technique for the sake of achieving sig-
nificant complexity reductions in the turbo DIS receiver.
C. Future Research
Nonetheless, there are numerous interesting problems
associated with the design of differentially modulated
wireless communication systems as well as with their
multiple-symbol signal processing mechanism, which need
further investigation in the future:
1) Achieving further complexity reductions for the
MSDSD os conventional differentially detected systems
may be a challenging but worthwhile issue to tackle.
Amongst a range of interesting ideas proposed recently, the
so-called forward/backward-MSDSD (FB-MSDSD) [100]
has the potential of reducing the complexity by dividing
the original detection interval into forward and backward
oriented processes.
2) Recently, the MSDD has been proposed for the
double-differential modulation aided system of [101] in
order to achieve an enhanced robustness against the
frequency variation which distorts the transmitted signal
through attenuating its amplitude and introducing a time-
varying phase shift to the information symbols. However,
a more efficient implementation of the MSDD taking
the characteristic of double differential modulation into
account may require a further specialized design.
3) The multiuser/multistream interference management
is one of the most critical and challenging problems
that requires further enhancements in order to design
higher-efficiency non-orthogonal differentially modulated
cooperative systems, since the channel estimation for
all cooperating links beomes significantly more difficult
than in their point-to-point direct transmission based
counterparts. A possible way forward is to design a
joint receiver and cooperative protocol, for example, as
proposed in [102].
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Table VI
ACRONYMS
QoS Quality of Service SD Sphere Detection
UE User Equipment DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access
WCDMA Wideband Code-Division Multiple Access SC-FDMA Single-Carrier Frequency-Division Multiple Access
FDM Frequency Divison Multiplexing MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
CIR channel impulse response QoE Quality of End-User Experience
BS Base Station MS Mobile Station
VAA Virtual Antenna Array UL Uplink
DL Downlink RS Relay Station
TDMA Time-Division Multiple Access CDMA Code-Division Multiple-Access
AF Amplify-and-Forward DF Decode-and-Forward
CF Compress-and-Forward SISO Single-Input Single-Output
CSI Channel State Information CTF Channel Transfer Factor
DPSK Differential Phase Shift Keying CDD Conventional Differential Detection
DAF Differential Amplify-and-Forward FD-CTF Frequency Domain Channel Transfer Factor
DAPSK Differential Amplitude and Phase Shift Keying Star-QAM Star Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
MSDD Multiple-Symbol Differential Detection
MSDSD Multiple-Symbol Differential Sphere Detection
IAP-MSDD Iterative Amplitude/Phase Multiple-Symbol Differential Detector
IAP-MSDSD Iterative Amplitude/Phase Multiple-Symbol Differential Sphere Detector
MSDAD Multiple-Symbol Differential Amplitude Detector
MSDPD Multiple-Symbol Differential Phase Detector
DUSTM Differential Unitary Space-Time Modulation DIS Differential Interference Suppression
SDMA Spatial-Dvision Multiple Access MS-DSDMA Multiple-Symbol Differential SDMA
TD Time Domain DDF Differential Decode-and-Forward
CDAD Conventional Differential Amplitude Detection ML Maximum Likelihood
MSDSD Multiple-Symbol Differential Sphere Detection MAP Maximum-a-Posteriori
ID Iterative Detection MSDAD Multiple-Symbol Differential Amplitude Detector
MSDPD Multiple-Symbol Differential Phase Detector EXIT EXtrinsic Information Transfer
MI Mutual Information CDPD Conventional Differential Phase Detection
DOSTBC Differential Orthogonal STBC SSDD Soft-Symbol Decision Direct
MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error LMS Least Mean Square
RLS Recursive Least Squares MSINR Maximum Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio
AWD Adaptive Window Duration ALT Apriori-LLR Threshold
Labeling
optimization of differential unitary space-time modulation
4) Additionally, scheduling and adaptive rate control is
another issue associated with the family of differentially
modulated systems based on multiple-symbol signal pro-
cessing that has to be studied for the sake of achieving
a high throughput, while maintaining a reasonably low
complexity. To this end, we may seek further solutions
dispensing with CSI, while using EXIT-chart-based design
techniques [103]. The adaptive window duration based
scheme discussed in this treatise may also be taken into
account in the design of link adaptation.
5) Finally, The synchronization issues of cooperative
systems require substantial further attention.
APPENDIX
Acronyms See Table VI.)
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